SLAP COUNT W/ PARTNER – count by ..... as you take turns as you slap your partners hand, do it as you move, spell a word as you slap

GOTCHA – stand in circle hold right hand palm up in front of person to your right, put your index finger pointed down in the person’s hand to your left. Call “gotcha” try to grab finger without your finger getting grabbed

SLAPPING LEATHER – touch opposite hand to foot alternating in front and then behind continue the pattern

WALKING FOR DOUGH – walk laps around the room every time they pass you they get a piece of paper money. See who has the most bills by the end of the break – give a little prize

CLEAN OUT YOUR BACKYARD – each person crumples a piece of paper (or already have some crumpled) divide the room in half, on start signal teams throw paper to other side of the room, Only able to throw one “ball” at a time on stop signal: 1. who has cleanest half of room 2. Have them open the crumpled paper up and answer the question

LETTERS ON THE FLOOR – scatter letters all over the floor face up have participants move around the room, on stop signal tell them they have to spell their name or favorite fruit, e something pertaining to the P.D.

DICE – groups of three, roll dice add together. Perform a task this amount times

CROSS CRAWLS – touch hand to opposite knee

MOVING TRIVIA – Ask challenging questions as students walk around the room

ABC’s ON THE FLOOR – Spread letters of the alphabet throughout the floor. Have students find letters spelling their name and making the sound of the letter, have them spell a vocab word and perform a balance move at each letter, create other challenges